
Genius 2191 

Chapter 2191 The Illusionary Flower & Moon Bodhi Realm! 

As the images in front of him flickered continuously, the disc guided these images directly into reality, 

turning them into a moving track. It was very exquisite. 

"Ha, this secret technique of the immortal spirit world is indeed profound. How about you lead the 

way?" Demon master Yan Yan said. 

"Of course!" 

They believed that they were the Orthodox lineage of the upper realm, so the powerhouses of the 

immortal spirit world naturally had to walk in front. 

"Open up a path!" 

The immortal spirit world's Grand sword boat opened up a path, following the image path that 

continued to extend in space, following ye Chen's footsteps. 

Not long after they left, a third massive space-time Tunnel appeared in the sky above the spiritual realm. 

The evil spirit Army descended. 

Evil Dominator stood on the ship and looked at the entire spiritual realm continent, revealing an evil 

smile. 

"Hehehe, what a vast land. I didn't expect that the spiritual realm's development prospects would be 

even greater than the divine underworld realm 's. Once we've scouted out all the information, we'll 

immediately inform the evil spirit origin and have all the evil spirits enter the spiritual realm!" 

"Yes!" 

Everyone bowed with excitement on their faces. The resting place that the evil spirit had been searching 

for so long was finally in front of them. 

With the departure of the god of the underworld, the situation of the god of the underworld became 

worse and worse. It was already in a state of collapse. The major races of the god of the underworld 

began to descend upon the spirit realm one after another. Among them were the powerful races 

directly under the god of the underworld, such as the flying feather clan. They had secretly entered the 

spirit realm through the passage that ye chen had opened with the god of the underworld, waiting for 

the right time. 

The arrival of the evil spirits was also within their expectations. This long war had already extended from 

the underworld realm to the spiritual realm. 

With the descent of the high-level races, the other races and large sects in the spiritual realm were all in 

danger. 

…… 

Ye chen entered the destruction Bodhi realm. 
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The first thing he saw was the same desert. In fact, it was exactly the same as the one he had seen in the 

vast desert. This made ye chen very confused. Was this world built according to the vast desert? In that 

case, who was the one who built this world? it was definitely not Supreme Bodhi. 

Ye chen was even very suspicious of this Supreme Bodhi's identity. The other party had done everything 

possible to get him to enter the destructive Bodhi realm. What was their true purpose? it was likely to 

be just a test. 

"Lord Bodhi, it seems like you haven't truly controlled the Bodhi realm. This is the reality of the vastness 

of magic!" 

Ye chen sneered. No matter what Supreme Bodhi's goal was, he had achieved half of his goal. At least he 

had the conditions to find the great ancestor and the others. 

"Forefather, Wushuang, you guys must hold on!" 

Although there was no killing intent in the vast expanse before him, ye chen could sense that someone 

was monitoring him. This person was most likely master Bodhi. If master Bodhi could not open the true 

meaning of this world, ye chen would open it himself. 

After absorbing the jiuyun power, ye chen had a natural sense of Buddhist power. Relying on this sense, 

he moved forward in one direction. 

In this world, the vastness seemed to be even larger than before. 

Soon, ye chen had experienced the many tribulations he had experienced before. Relying on his 

previous experience, ye chen quickly overcame it. 

"The Bodhi tree!" 

He squinted his eyes. The Bodhi tree was a thousand miles away. 

"Let's go!" 

Stepping on the flying sand, ye chen rushed toward the Bodhi tree. He wanted to see if there was 

another Supreme Bodhi there. If that was true, things would become extremely complicated. 

This time, he arrived at the Bodhi tree very quickly. There was no spatial distortion like before. 

"Supreme Subhuti, show yourself!" 

Ye chen roared in anger. The powerful sound of thunder shook the entire Bodhi tree. Countless Bodhi 

fruits began to shake and the entire tree was about to collapse. 

However, there was no sign of venerated Bodhi. 

In the outside world, Supreme Bodhi looked coldly at the scene on the light screen. It was ye chen who 

had arrived under the Bodhi tree. 

"Ha, kid, don't shout anymore. If Lord Bodhi really appears, how much trouble will I save?" 

It turned out that this person's true target was Supreme Bodhi! 



"Supreme Bodhi, let this brat play with you while I reap the benefits!" 

Within the light screen, the destruction of the Bodhi realm. 

Ye chen shouted several times but did not get any response. 

"Bastard, are you going to waste my time?" 

Pointing his sword to the sky, ye chen could sense ye Wushuang's energy. However, within a radius of 

ten thousand miles, there was no such energy at all. Could it be that the venerated Bodhi from the 

outside world had deceived him? 

Ye Chen's brows furrowed in anger. He looked up at the sky and said angrily,"Supreme Bodhi, if you dare 

to lie to me, I'll make you die in the most painful way!" 

"Hahaha!" 

Suddenly, the face of the Bodhi Saint appeared in the sky. 

"Ye chen, I won't lie to you. Those friends of yours have indeed entered the destructive Bodhi realm. If 

you can find the real Supreme Bodhi, I'll definitely help you release them!" 

"As expected!" 

Ye chen finally understood. This person was not Lord Bodhi but someone who was impersonating him. 

No matter what this person's true identity was, ye chen was still looking for the real Lord Bodhi. 

"And if you want to find your friends, you have to find Supreme Bodhi, because this world was created 

by Supreme Bodhi!" 

"Get lost!" 

Ye chen waved his sword fingers. Suddenly, a powerful sword Qi shot up into the sky and the man's face 

was instantly shattered. 

"Haha, this is the only choice. There's no use getting angry!" 

Ye chen was not too affected by the man's sinister laughter. He had basically understood his situation. 

Looking at the Bodhi tree in front of him, ye chen sat cross-legged in the void, hoping to use his psyche 

to communicate with the Bodhi tree like the outside world. 

,m "Heavenly spirit heart technique!" 

Using the mental cultivation method passed down by heavenly spirit Buddha and jiuyun Buddhist power 

to contact the Bodhi tree was the best way ye chen could think of. 

As expected, the power of jiuyun did not disappoint. It actually formed a connection with the Bodhi tree. 

"A fated person!" 

Suddenly, the sound of Buddha's voice came from the sky. Then, the Bodhi tree emitted a golden light 

and ye chen was absorbed. 



"Zi Zi Zi!" 

During the teleportation process, ye chen tried to open his eyes but Zhou Wei's space-time was in a 

mess and light flashed chaotically. He could not open his eyes. 

He relied on his perception to sense the changes in the surrounding environment. He discovered that he 

was in the most chaotic space-time Tunnel. 

At this time, you can't circulate your energy or move. Otherwise, once you fall into the space-time 

turbulence, you'll die! 

"Forefather, Wushuang, it seems you have also passed such a test." 

After about the time it took for an incense stick to burn, ye chen was thrown into the sky. 

Ye chen felt the change in his external environment. Then, he landed. 

With a strong foundation, it was easy to find balance. Ye chen opened his eyes and looked at the 

surrounding space. He found that what was reflected in front of him was an unparalleled peak that was 

like a pillar supporting the sky. The shape of this peak was a Buddha statue! 

"Mirror flower water Moon, misty Bodhi realm!" 

On the body of the huge Buddha statue, there were engraved Buddha characters as tall as mountains. It 

was the name of this world! 

Chapter 2192 The Army Enters The Vast Desert! 

Outside the vipralopa stage, the armies of the magic martial world and the immortal spirit world had 

already arrived. 

Following perfected being Lei Yun's tracking formation, ye Chen's final figure entered this vast desert. 

"Everyone, ye chen has entered this area. It seems to contain a powerful Buddhist Dharma!" 

Lei Yun Zhenren said to the experts. 

"Dharma? It's said that the Buddhist realm is an otherworldly power, and no one knows where their 

base is. Reverend leiyun, Do you not know about it?" 

Asked demon master bi an. 

"No one knows what kind of existence the Buddha realm is. There are even rumors that the Buddha 

realm can compete with the heaven realm. Such a mysterious existence, even your magic martial arts 

realm doesn't know about it, how would we know?" 

"Hahaha, you're right!" 

Demon master Yan Yan merely sneered and looked at the surrounding domain. 

He opened his Demon Eye and saw endless sand. Inside the sand, there were endless space arrays. It 

was not easy to enter. 
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For such a thing, demon master Yan Yan naturally didn't want to waste his energy. He had already sent a 

message to the magic martial world. When the Army arrived, it was expected that they would annihilate 

the people of the immortal spirit world. 

Therefore, he needed to use up the power of the four Daoist Masters of the immortal spirit world to let 

them deal with the situation. 

"Venerable fiery dragon, there seems to be a formation in the desert ahead. It's not simple!" 

"Demon master lang wo, such a small matter can actually make the great demon master of the magic 

martial world so cautious. Why don't you let Lei Yun Zhenren open your eyes?" 

Venerable fiery dragon still wanted to expand the prestige of the immortal spiritual world, so he shot a 

look at venerable thundercloud. The latter nodded slightly. He would never give up such an opportunity 

to stand out. After all, he was a formation master. 

The Thunder cloud immortal walked forward. At a glance, the space formation in the vast desert was 

revealed. 

"Hmph, break the formation!" 

He threw a powerful ritual implement into the sky. Then, the ritual implement emitted light, and the 

structure of the formation below was revealed. Then, Lei Yun Zhenren flew into the nine Heavens and 

floated above the formation with the power of thunderclouds. 

"Thundercloud darkness break!" 

Lei Yun Zhenren released his thundercloud immortal force, and the chain of lightning links shook the 

earth and the sky. Lightning swords rushed down one after another. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The power of the lightning sword traveled through the nine Heavens. A mysterious power instantly 

extended and rushed into the earth vein. In an instant, the violent sand traveled thousands of miles and 

the space was shattered. 

Under the thundercloud's attack, the spatial formations below were shattered. 

"Hahaha!" 

Taoist master Lei Yun laughed as he descended from the nine Heavens. It seemed that he did not need 

to use much strength to break the array in front of him. 

"Demon master lang wo, how's Reverend leiyun's method of breaking the formation?" Venerable fiery 

dragon asked with a smile. 

"Amazing, amazing!" 

Demon master lang wo replied coldly. He didn't expect Reverend leiyun to be so capable that he could 

break the array in such a short time. 

"Forward!" 



Venerable fiery dragon gave the order, and the immortal spirit world's battleships advanced into the 

sandstorm, followed by the demonic battleships. 

"Junior Brother Lei Yun, demon master bi 'an must have already sent a signal to the magic martial world. 

We can't just sit here and wait for death. You have to send a message back to the immortal spirit 

world!" Venerable fiery dragon said using immortal energy. 

"Senior Brother Fire Dragon, don't worry. I've already done it!" 

"Very good!" 

Now, venerable fiery dragon didn't have to worry about anything and could focus on the power of the 

nine reserves. 

At this moment, the two large warships had entered the core area of the vipralopa stage, which 

naturally attracted the attention of the fake Bodhi. 

"Damn it, why are there people from the magic martial realm and the immortal realm here?" 

The fake Supreme Bodhi opened his eyes and immediately sensed the traces of the immortal and 

demonic warships. 

"The magic martial realm and the immortal spirit realm have descended. It seems that the spiritual 

realm is going to be turned upside down. Then, it's time for me to find reinforcements." 

As he spoke, the fake Bodhi sovereign sat cross-legged in the void, condensing Qi with his sword fingers 

and forming all kinds of seals. These seals actually released boundless evil energy, and the vast might 

was actually not inferior to Lord evil. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The dark power quickly seeped into the entire vast desert and then transmitted into the other world. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Under the crushing impact of the powerful demon energy and immortal energy, the space formations in 

the vipralopa stage shattered one after another. Soon, the powerhouses of the immortal and demon 

realms arrived at the place where ye chen had passed by before. 

"According to the search of the Atlas, everyone can see that ye chen has entered this realm, and there is 

a Bodhi tree in front of him." 

Taoist master leiyun said. 

"Ha, this is interesting. What is ye chen looking for here?" Demon master bi an laughed. 

"I think the Bodhi tree must be mysterious. Why don't I take a look?" 

Venerable fiery dragon flew up and dashed toward the Bodhi tree. 

Demon master bi 'an did not want to fall behind. He also flew up and rushed toward the Bodhi tree, 

followed by the others. 



The Golden Bodhi tree was still as bright as ever. It didn't change even when it sensed everyone's arrival. 

At this moment, the fake Bodhi Saint was naturally hidden within the barrier. 

Venerable fiery dragon and demon master Kongtong locked their eyes on the Bodhi tree, trying to find 

out what was wrong with it. However, their Dharma cultivation was not profound, so they still couldn't 

see anything unusual. 

However, the Bodhi tree in front of them did not seem to have any flaws. It was a complete entity, 

which surprised them. 

The crowd had already arrived, standing behind demon master lang wo and venerable fiery dragon. 

"Senior Brother Fire Dragon, did you see anything?" 

Lei Yun Zhenren asked. 

"Although this Bodhi tree is strange, there doesn't seem to be anything unusual about it. What's going 

on?" 

"Senior brother fiery dragon, there's nothing wrong with my transcendent artifact. Ye Chen's 

whereabouts must be related to this Bodhi tree. It's just that after ye chen entered the boundary of this 

Bodhi tree, he disappeared without a trace. It's clear that there's a man-made formation here!" 

"Mm ..." 

Venerable fiery dragon nodded slightly. The flames around his body rose and shot toward the Bodhi 

tree. 

"This!" 

Demon master bi 'an didn't expect venerable fiery dragon to be so impulsive. He was a little displeased 

because the Bodhi tree might have some secrets. It would be bad if venerable fiery dragon burned it 

down. 

However, the flames had already been released, so there was no way to stop them. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

The power of the flame swept across a hundred miles and burned wildly. The powerful immortal energy 

surrounded the Bodhi tree, but the Bodhi tree did not show any signs of decay. It could be seen that the 

flames were not unbearable for it. 

"How is that possible?" 

Venerable fiery dragon was very displeased. If his immortal force couldn't even burn down a tree, it 

would be too embarrassing. 

"Hahaha, venerable fiery dragon, I think the Bodhi tree isn't simple!" 

Demon master Yan Yan said with a smile. 



"Hmph, then let's see what the demon master's moves are like?" Venerable fiery dragon asked, 

throwing the question back to the demon master. 

Demon master lang wo had originally wanted to test the Bodhi tree's background. Since the other party 

had thrown this question, he naturally had to go up. 

"Then I, the demon master, will make my move!" 

His eyes turned cold as demonic flames erupted from his body. He walked toward the Bodhi tree step by 

step. 

Chapter 2193 Battle With The Sweeping Monk! 

The invasion of the people from the magic martial realm and the immortal realm had made the fake 

venerable Bodhi feel like he was sitting on pins and needles. He had originally wanted to rely on ye chen 

to find the venerable Bodhi and obtain the power of the true Buddha. Now, not only did he not obtain 

the true energy, but he had also attracted the powerhouses of the two realms. 

"Ye chen, that stinky brat. These people must be here after him!" 

The fake Bodhi master had already realized the reason why these people had come here. It was because 

ye chen possessed the heavenly spirit Buddha's power of the nine reserves, which was a Supreme 

treasure in itself. Unless they were looking for ye chen, no one would come to this extremely remote 

vipralopa stage desert. 

These people had ruined his plan. He could only hope that ye chen would act quickly in the Mirage. 

He turned on the light screen and looked into the reflection of the moon in the mirror. At this moment, 

ye chen had entered the town's Bodhi realm. 

Inside the Bodhi realm, ye chen could sense a lot of powerful Buddhist power surrounding it. The 

strength of these Buddhist powers was definitely not below that of the heavenly spirit Buddha. This 

environment made ye chen realize that there must be some experts from the Buddhist realm in the 

Bodhi realm. 

Ye chen sat cross-legged in the air, trying to search for his memories of when he was the heavenly 

Emperor and obtain information about the Buddhist realm. 

However, no matter how hard he tried, he could only find a few clues. Among these clues, there were 

even fewer that could really bring him information about the Buddha realm. 

This meant that even when ye chen was the heavenly Emperor, he did not have much information about 

the Buddhist realm. 

"The Buddha realm is indeed a mysterious existence. Since there's no more information, let's see what 

kind of divine being exists in the Bodhi realm!" 

Ye chen released the heavenly spirit Buddha's power in an attempt to merge with the surrounding 

energy but failed. 
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Although the strength of the energy here was about the same as that of the heavenly spirit Buddha, the 

level of the Buddhist Dharma here was actually higher than that of the heavenly spirit Buddha. This 

surprised ye chen. After all, this was only the energy in the environment. If there was a Buddha 

cultivating here, it was hard to imagine how strong his cultivation base would be. 

"No matter what kind of expert it is, I will bring back my friend!" 

Ye chen activated the venerable Buddha's Dharma and continued forward. 

The environment in the Bodhi realm was extremely beautiful. The first thing ye chen saw was a vast 

pond with countless golden lotuses growing in it. 

"Almsgiver, please wait!" 

Suddenly, a voice rang out. Ye chen raised his head slightly and saw a Pavilion in front of him. In the 

pavilion, a Buddhist was sweeping the floor. 

Seeing this person, ye chen walked up to him. He saw that this person was dressed in simple Buddhist 

robes and his sweeping movements were normal. He looked like an ordinary person but ye chen knew 

that anyone who could appear in this illusionary world was definitely not an ordinary person. 

"Master, I'm looking for a sword boat. Did you see it?" Ye chen asked. 

"It's better to find a Buddhist boat than a sword boat!“ 

"Buddha boat? Hahaha, master, I don't have time to play riddles with you. Did you see it?" 

Ye chen replied coldly. As time passed, the great ancestor and the others would be in greater danger 

within this unusual enchantment. 

"Almsgiver, you're too anxious. I'm afraid you won't be able to get what you want!" 

"What?" 

Ye Chen's eyes turned slightly cold. If it were any other time, he might have asked this person for advice 

on Buddhism but now was not the time. 

"In Bodhi realm, the most important thing is the Buddha's heart. With the Buddha's heart, you can do 

whatever you want. Without it, you can't do anything!" 

"Hahaha, I'd like to see if I can't move a single step in the Bodhi realm!" 

Ye chen pointed with his sword-like fingers. Suddenly, Thunder rumbled in all directions and dark clouds 

for thousands of miles were destroyed! 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The Dharma form of the Thunder God broke the clear sky, and endless sword Qi rushed toward the 

sweeping monk. 

"Aiya, your Buddhist heart doesn't exist. What a pity, what a pity!" 



"What a pity!" The sweeping monk flew up. His body was extremely light. With a shift of his feet, he 

skillfully dodged the sword Qi of the Thunder God and then stood on the pavilion. 

"Almsgiver, why don't you suppress your killing intent for the time being and learn the Dharma from 

me?" 

"Dharma, are these the things?" 

Suddenly, ye chen released the power of jiuyun. Instantly, the power of the Thunder God materialization 

increased a hundred times. The might of the sword Qi instantly destroyed the pavilion before him. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The space around them exploded and countless golden lotuses were engulfed in a sea of fire. 

Ye chen had no interest in the so-called Dharma. Now that saving people was more important, he had 

no time to waste on the person in front of him. He could only act swiftly and decisively. 

However, in the illusionary flower water Moon Bodhi realm, the sweeping monk was like a spring 

breeze. With the blessing of the Dharma, it was not something that ordinary divine powers could break. 

Ye chen was naturally aware of this. The Thundergod's sword aura earlier was just a test. He wanted to 

figure out the strength of the person before him. 

"Since you possess the power of the heavenly spirit Buddha, you shouldn't be my enemy!" 

"I don't care who you are. Tell me the answer I want immediately. Otherwise, I'll dye your Bodhi realm 

with blood and shatter the universe!" 

"Hahaha, benefactor, you're exaggerating!" 

"Is that so?" 

It was obvious that the young monk before him would not give him an answer easily. In that case, ye 

chen would not hold back. 

"Since it's just an illusion, then let this Emperor's divine sense break the illusion!" 

Ye chen closed his eyes. Immediately, the immortal Flying Dagger flew out at high speed. 

"Master, I'm here!" 

"Very good, using spiritual will to control the saber, the unity of man and nature!" 

Ye Chen's psyche burst out in an instant. The immortal slaying Flying Dagger flickered with a bloody 

light. The countless dead souls that he had killed earlier burst out with endless resentment and 

entangled the sweeping monk. 

"Since you want to redeem people, why don't you redeem these vengeful souls first?" 

"Almsgiver, your killing intent is too strong. I'm afraid it's really difficult to move an inch in the Bodhi 

realm!" 

"Hahaha, kill!" 



Ye chen laughed wildly. He controlled the flying Dagger with his spiritual will and the immortal slaying 

Flying Dagger released the might of the immortal. With the improvement of ye Chen's cultivation base 

and the supplement of various natural treasures, the strength of the immortal slaying Flying Dagger had 

soared. At this moment, killing an abstruse immortal was not a problem. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The immortal flying knife instantly turned into three, and the three flying knives came at the same time, 

blocking all the way out for the sweeping monk. 

"Amitabha!" 

With a Buddhist incantation, the sweeping monk threw out the Buddhist beads that were wrapped 

around his wrist. Instantly, the Buddhist beads also turned into three circles and rushed toward the 

three immortal-slaying Flying Daggers. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The two sides clashed in mid-air and countless shockwaves blasted in all directions. The entire Golden 

Lotus pond was like a raging sea, destroying everything in all directions. It was a terrifying scene, as if 

doomsday had arrived. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

In the end, the three immortal slaying Flying Daggers were entangled by the circle of Buddha beads at 

the same time and couldn't move. 

"Almsgiver, turn back and you'll be saved!" 

"Hahaha, I can only move forward, there's no way to retreat!" 

Ye chen opened the Buddha's eye between his brows again and immediately saw an exquisite Buddhist 

Law surrounding the sweeping monk. This was the source of his power. 

"A body of laws transformed into a little monk. How dare you be so presumptuous in front of an 

Emperor!" 

Seeing through this person's identity, ye Chen's spiritual will moved. Instantly, the immortal slaying 

Flying Dagger was released with Supreme spiritual power and instantly exploded all the entangled 

Buddha beads! 

Chapter 2194 2198-The Difference Between Heaven And Earth! 

"You can actually see through my avatar. This is impossible. Die!" 

After the sweeping monk's Dharmakaya was seen through, the city's viciousness increased and he was 

no longer as kind as before. It was clear that the so-called Buddha still did not understand greed, anger, 

and foolishness. This scene was within ye Chen's expectations. 

"Hahaha, seeing through your Dharmakaya is just the beginning. I will absorb your Dharma!" 

"Impudent!" 
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The sweeping monk's brows furrowed and his anger rose. He released the flaming saber in a frenzy, 

turning it into countless saber gleams that attacked ye Chen's body. 

"Illusionary flower water Moon!" 

"What?" 

Hearing ye Chen's words, the sweeping monk was shocked. Catoptric deflection was the highest mental 

cultivation technique in the Bodhi realm. What did ye chen mean by saying this? 

At this moment, the water around ye chen rippled and reflected. A series of Buddhist world laws 

emerged one after another. These arrays instantly condensed into an array. The flaming saber 

unleashed by the sweeping monk struck the surface of the water and turned into nothingness. It was 

reflected in the mirror and the moon before disappearing without a trace. 

"Impossible. How did you know what the Mirage is in such a short time? it's a profound mystery that I've 

been cultivating here for thousands of years." 

"Little monk, although you have been cultivating for a long time, your perception is not enough, and 

your hostility is too strong. Even if you cultivate for thousands of years, you will still be able to 

understand the profoundness of it. This is the difference between you and the local people!" 

"Damn it!" 

Upon hearing this, the sweeping monk went berserk. He would never admit that someone was more 

talented than him. He just hadn't found the way, otherwise, he would have immediately comprehended 

the way. He believed that he was the strongest and the one who deserved the permission of the Buddha 

realm. 

"In the great thousand Buddhist realm, I'm the only Supreme!" 

The sweeping monk released a powerful Buddhist heart technique, and the surrounding mirror flower 

water Moon Power surged toward the sky and finally condensed above the sweeping monk's head. 

"I'll make you understand your sins. Ye chen, you're going to die Here!" 

"It's really sad to be unable to comprehend Dao!" 

"Sorrow!" Ye Chen's eyes turned cold in the face of the great thousand spell world. His entire body 

released the heavenly spirit Buddhist power. Suddenly, the projection of the heavenly spirit Buddha 

appeared behind ye chen. The power of the nine accumulations and the eighteen spiritual pearls 

appeared one after another. 

"This is the heavenly spirit Buddha's law of spiritual accumulation. How did you learn it? Are you his 

successor?" 

"I'll let you die in peace. I've inherited the heavenly spirit Buddha's legacy!" 

"Hahaha, heavenly spirit Buddha is just a cultivator at the bottom of the Buddha realm. He didn't have 

the talent to become a Buddha, so he eventually wanted to rely on celestial cultivation to break through 



his own limitations and ascend to the heaven realm to find the great Dao. However, he failed in the end, 

and the spiritual accumulation technique was just an illusion!" 

"Whether it's fake or not, we'll know once we try!" 

In the face of the sweeping monk's provocation, ye chen smiled. He used the power of the nine 

harmonies and the eighteen spiritual pearls. However, the wind and clouds in the sky surged and the 

environment changed. 

The 18 spiritual pearls continued to release the power of the Yin Yang wheel, turning the entire space 

into a wheel world. 

"What?" 

For the first time, the sweeping monk looked serious. Although he said that he despised heavenly spirit 

Buddha, heavenly spirit Buddha was someone who had once cultivated in the Buddha realm. In essence, 

his comprehension was above his. It was because he could not comprehend the illusionary Mirage that 

he could not be guided by the Bodhisattva and enter the Buddha realm. 

Since the inheritor of the heavenly spirit Buddha was right in front of him, if he could defeat this person, 

wouldn't he be able to obtain the Buddha's inheritance and enter the Buddha realm? 

"Hahaha, ye chen, everything you have should be mine today!" 

"Before I find the real Bodhi Saint, you're just a stepping stone for me. Do you still want to be strong?" 

There was too much to say. Ye chen held the celestial Emperor's sword and activated catoptric 

deflection's blessing. The eighteen spiritual pearls and the power of the nine reserves bloomed one after 

another. Such a Grand scene instantly suppressed the sweeping monk. 

"Hmph, I'm the revered Buddha of the greater thousand dharma world!" 

The sweeping monk released his ultimate Buddhist power and the Guanyin Dharma form appeared 

behind him. He held various Dharma artifacts and threw them at ye chen. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

All of these Dharma artifacts contained powerful Buddhist power and laws, but in essence, they 

contained a powerful evil aura, which was the reason why the sweeping monk could not become a 

Buddha. 

Ye chen had seen through the essence of the sweeping monk at a glance. No matter how powerful the 

Buddhist supernatural power was, he was still bound to his own world of slaughter. This person was not 

a sweeping monk but an executioner. 

Ye Chen's figure slowly floated into the air. The surrounding catoptric deflection gathered around his 

body and finally converged into his head. 

The boundless and clear Dharma had truly appeared in ye Chen's body. Enlightenment was Bodhi, and 

Bodhi was enlightenment! 



Those with high comprehension ability could see through it at a glance, and those with low 

comprehension ability were rare! 

In just an instant, one could see the difference between the sweeping monk and ye chen. 

Even if he were to sweep the floor and cultivate here for a long time, he would not have the ability to 

see through the water Moon Bodhi. 

"Dragon Tree Bodhi's Nine Dragons palm!" 

The eighteen spiritual pearls absorbed the power of the Dharma and suddenly shone brightly. 

Immediately after, ye chen launched a palm strike. Bodhi body, boundless Water Moon, boundless 

Dharma. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The Grand Palm print was divided into nine Dragon-shaped palm prints, which rushed toward the 

sweeping monk. 

"Kill!" 

At the same time, the sweeping monk launched his ultimate move, the great thousand blood palm! 

The power of the nine Dragons, carrying the boundless Dharma, instantly entangled the bloody palm 

print. The nine Dragons circled, and the Dharma cleansed the sin. The sweeping monk's bloody palm 

print exploded in the air. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The blood-colored palm print turned into countless fragments and floated in the sky. 

"Squeak, squeak, squeak ..." 

In the blink of an eye, the bloody shards turned into all kinds of resentful souls and rushed toward the 

sweeping monk. 

"Give me back my life, give me back my life ..." 

The countless resentful spirits were the lives of the sweeping monk. Ye Chen's Nine Dragons palm had 

released them all, demanding the sweeping monk's life. 

"Ah, ah?" 

The monk's Foundation had already been broken by ye Chen's Nine Dragons palm. How could he still 

resist these resentful spirits? they all came forward and devoured the monk's primordial spirit, causing 

him great pain. 

"No, no, no!" 

The sweeping monk finally paid the price for his sins and desires. 

"Ah!" 

Ye chen shouted coldly. He extended his large hand and absorbed the monk's Buddhist power. 



As ye chen continued to absorb the Buddhist power, the sweeping monk became a complete cripple. He 

was mentally deranged and suffered for the rest of his life. 

"This is your judgment!" With that, ye chen strode forward and continued to look for Lord Bodhi. 

Outside the Bodhi realm, under the Golden Bodhi tree, demon master lang wo and venerable fiery 

dragon looked at the tree at the same time. 

"Venerable fiery dragon, what do you think?" demon master lang wo smiled. 

"Ha, this Bodhi tree is the entrance to the barrier. This place is not simple!" 

"You're indeed a man with sharp eyes. We should have entered the barrier. Ye chen must be inside!" 

"Mm ..." 

Venerable fiery dragon looked at the Golden Bodhi tree coldly. He was still a little hesitant. After all, 

things were extremely complicated and mysterious in the vipralopa stage. No one knew what realm was 

inside the Bodhi tree. Once one fell into it, it would be extremely dangerous! 

Chapter 2195 Chaotic Bodhi Realm! 

"I've heard that the power of jiuyun is a necessary power to open a path to the Buddha realm. 

Venerable fiery dragon, don't you want it?" 

Seeing venerable fiery dragon still hesitating, demon master bi 'an stepped forward and said. 

"Really?" 

Venerable fiery dragon had never heard of such information before. He was thinking that demon master 

bi 'an might have some special channels to know about it. 

Demon master bi 'an looked at venerable fiery dragon with interest and continued,""Naturally! 'As long 

as I can capture ye chen and obtain the jiuyun power, I'll represent the magic martial arts realm and be 

willing to cooperate with the celestial realm to open the Buddhist realm.' The Buddha realm is a 

mysterious realm before the new age. It's said that there are countless treasures hidden in it that 

ordinary people can't even imagine. Venerable fiery dragon, don't you want to give it a try?" 

"Hahaha, nothing ventured, nothing gained. Since this Bodhi tree is so exquisite, I'll naturally play 

along!" 

"Very good. We'll open the ward of the Bodhi tree!" 

"Please!" 

The two of them stepped forward and released their immortal and demonic powers. The Bodhi tree was 

instantly struck by a powerful force. The Bodhi fruits on the tree flickered with spiritual light. The space 

in front of the tree distorted and the door opened. 

Such a scene shocked the fake Bodhi supremacy who was hiding in the dark. 
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He didn't expect demon master lang wo to know more than him. If these people obtained the power to 

open the Buddha realm, all his efforts would be in vain. He had to call for reinforcements as soon as 

possible. 

Thinking of this, he once again sent out a dark energy message. This time, the method used was even 

more powerful than the last time. This was a blood sacrifice technique that only the evil spirit royalty 

could use. Once the message was sent out, the evil spirit royalty would be able to receive it instantly no 

matter how far away they were. 

In the sky above the spirit realm, where the evil spirit space-time Tunnel was located, exalt Xie was 

currently meditating. 

Suddenly, an evil light shone between his eyebrows. 

"Hahaha, heavenly cosmic evil Lord, you have lived up to the expectations of the imperial family. You 

have obtained such important information. You have done a great service!" 

"Thank you for your praise, Lord Xie. The people from the immortal spirit realm and the devil martial 

realm have already opened the Bodhi door. We must come as soon as possible!" 

"Don't worry!" 

After the spiritual communication between the two ended, the huge evil ship continued to change 

direction and headed towards the vipralopa stage. 

The three underground forces had gathered in the vipralopa stage at the same time. Ye chen, the great 

ancestor, and the others were in an even greater crisis. 

In the Bodhi realm, ye chen was blocked by the sweeping monk and successfully browsed through the 

Mirage. He obtained more exquisite Buddhist mantras and his strength increased again. 

"In the Bodhi realm, there are many Buddhist powers that interact with the nine essences in my body. Is 

this a coincidence? ' 

In this battle with the sweeping monk, ye chen was able to absorb the power of the mirror, flower, 

water, and moon around him. This was not natural but the result of the heavenly spirit Buddha's jiuyun. 

Ye chen was just adapting to the situation and making good use of his amazing talent. 

This was definitely not a coincidence! 

With that, ye chen began to treat the jiuyun power in his body seriously. He hoped that he could use this 

power to find the great ancestor and the others as soon as possible. 

In the Bodhi realm, ye chen had tried to contact ye Wushuang with his psyche many times but he had 

failed. Ye Chen's patience was wearing thin. 

"Wushuang, forefather, where are you?“ 

Ye chen stepped on the Golden Lotus and climbed into the clouds above the mirror, flower, water, and 

moon. Such a sea of clouds was ethereal and uncertain. The Buddhist power in it did not decrease but 

increased instead. It was even stronger than the Buddhist power below. 



As he strolled, he discovered that the clouds in front of him were churning, and the sun and moon were 

rising at the same time. 

"What does this strange realm represent?" 

Ye chen was puzzled when he saw this. 

"You possess the jiuyun Buddha energy, what do you want to do?" 

Suddenly, above the sky, a Grand thunderclap bloomed and rushed straight at ye chen. 

It was just a voice, but it made ye Chen's ears hurt and his heart felt irritated. 

"Why do you need to say so much about this Emperor's trip?" 

The celestial Thearch was enraged, and the eight notes reverberated. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The heavenly Dragon's eight notes turned into the shape of eight true dragons and charged into the 

clouds in the nine Heavens. 

The sound of thunder shook the heavens. Above the nine Heavens, the clouds churned and turned into 

the shape of a Buddha. 

"Western Buddhist field, don't be presumptuous!" 

Above the clouds, a star-like seal was released. Like the five elements mountain falling from the sky, it 

covered ye chen forcefully. 

"Hahaha!" 

His wild laughter filled the sky, and his spirit was eternal! 

Nine Thunder God Dharma forms appeared behind ye Chen's back again. He condensed eighteen 

thundering palms and the image of Zhang Chong Buddha. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! The 18 Thunderbolt palms were used at the same time and bombarded the five elements 

palm print. The power of the two sides continued to collide and destroy each other. They could not 

control themselves and turned into clouds and smoke. 

"Don't even think about entering the Buddha realm with such an overbearing posture!" 

"I don't want to enter the Buddha realm. Release my friends immediately. Otherwise, I'll kill my way into 

the Buddha realm and kill all the Buddhas!" 

"Arrogant!" 

The cloud heaven Buddha statue struck out its palm again, and its power was even more powerful than 

before. Such a Foundation already possessed the power of a peak Xuan immortal. 

Ye chen had nothing to fear in the face of such power! 

"True spirit nine transformation, ancient Suan ni ape!" 



"Roar!" 

The most violent roar was heard. Ye chen transformed into the ancient demon ape, a thousand feet tall. 

He rose from the ground and pounded his chest with his arms, unable to restrain his anger. 

"Go to hell!" 

The monster ape roared in anger and its fists bombarded endlessly. It flew up to the nine Heavens and 

rushed straight to the Buddha statue in the clouds. 

"Asura sky shaking kill!" 

The ancient demon ape released its evil spirit abhijna, and the darkness pool merged into boundless evil 

spirit. It rose into the air and hundreds of fist radiance bombarded the entire area. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The most terrifying suppression, the most violent and heaven-shaking killing. So what if you're at the 

peak of the Xuan immortal realm? 

"How, how is that possible!" 

The cloud heaven Buddha statue let out a sound of disbelief. It started to shatter from the top of its 

head, and then its entire body turned into clouds. 

Ye chen returned to his original form and continued to move forward. 

At the same time, the powerhouses of the magic martial realm and the celestial realm entered the 

Bodhi realm to look for ye chen. 

After them, it was Lord evil who led the evil spirits. 

"Heavenly cosmic evil Lord!" 

"Hahaha!" 

Heavenly cosmic evil Lord appeared from the nine Heavens after hearing the voice of evil supremacy. 

"It's been a thousand years, how have you been?" 

"Hahaha, heavenly cosmic evil Lord, you've done a great service this time. As long as we can find the 

entrance to the Buddha realm and enter it to seize the treasures, the rise of our evil spirit lineage will 

not be far away!" 

"That's right. However, the magic martial realm and the immortal realm have discovered this Bodhi 

realm at the same time. I'm afraid it won't be easy to deal with them!" 

"Don't worry, my evil spirit Army is immortal. I've already informed the source of the evil spirits. We just 

need to move forward!" 

"Alright!" 

The two of them hit it off and led the Army into Bodhi realm. 



Within the Bodhi realm, the three dark forces had descended at the same time. It immediately caused 

the enchantment to transform and affected ye chen, who was in the nine Heavens above. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The barrier kept shaking, as if it was sending out a warning. 

Ye chen looked down at the Bodhi realm and found that outside the Bodhi realm, the Army of the magic 

martial realm and the immortal realm had arrived. 

"This group of bastards, they actually all came in. It seems like the fake Bodhi supremacy didn't make a 

move!" 

Thinking of this, ye Chen's desire to find the great ancestor and the others grew even stronger. He sped 

up and hoped to open the Bodhi door early! 

Chapter 2196 Heaven Yuan Space! 

After many searches, ye chen could not find the great ancestor and the others in the clouds. He was a 

little anxious. 

Finally, he arrived at a land of chaos. 

Here, the clouds contained pure Buddhist power. It was like the source of Buddhist power between 

heaven and earth. This made ye chen stop in his tracks. 

The long waste of time had led to the arrival of the people from the three great dark forces. 

They had walked past the places ye chen had walked past. Since ye chen had cleared all the obstacles, 

their speed would only be faster. 

Ye chen sat cross-legged in the void above the chaos Buddhist altar. After cultivating for a long time and 

meditating for many days, he still could not see through the true essence of the Buddhist altar in front of 

him. 

"What are you waiting for? am I not qualified to enter the Buddha realm?" 

He was very puzzled. If the patriarch and the others could enter the Buddha realm, why couldn't they 

find the Bodhi door as the celestial Emperor's original body? Unable to understand, ye Chen's thoughts 

fell into a dilemma of self-entanglement, which hindered his Buddhist power cultivation and prevented 

him from making any progress. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

All of a sudden, Thunder roared and lightning flashed. A strange phenomenon appeared in the nine 

Heavens. 

"What?" 

Ye chen raised his head slightly and looked up at the nine Heavens. He noticed several emissaries from 

the Buddhist realm. 

"Ye chen!" 
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"Who is it?" 

Ye chen looked coldly at the clouds in the sky and saw three venerable extraditor standing there. 

"You possess the power of the heavenly spirit Buddha's nine reserves, and are the best candidate to 

open the Bodhi door. The magic martial realm, the immortal spirit realm, and the evil spirit realm. The 

three great forces have descended upon the Bodhi realm, and they are all here for the Buddha realm!" 

p "So what? where are my friends?" 

"Don't worry. Open the Bodhi realm and you'll see your friends. But if you can't pass this test, don't even 

think about entering the Buddha realm!" 

After saying that, the three venerable Lords waved their hands, and the clouds below dispersed. What 

appeared in front of them was actually a high mountain that was tens of thousands of feet tall, shooting 

straight into the sky. 

"This is ..." 

"Cloud Valley Thunder Peak!" 

Upon hearing this name, ye Chen's mind rumbled like thunder, causing his consciousness to be in a 

mess. Meanwhile, the celestial Thearch's memory fragments began to appear. 

Countless thunderous Buddhist chants bombarded ye Chen's brain, leaving him in shock. 

"Ah!" 

The painful spiritual sensation caused ye chen to suddenly be in a strange space. 

He looked at his surroundings. It was like a vast Galaxy with countless stars shining in it. In the vast 

universe, pieces of crystal-like memory fragments floated in the starry sky. 

"What is this place?" 

Ye chen roared at the starry sky but no one responded. Countless fragments surrounded him and 

floated. 

Some of the fragments floated toward him on their own as if they were attracted by ye chen. 

He reached out and gently touched the memory fragment. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

Suddenly, lightning struck ye Chen's mind continuously, shuttling back and forth, causing his memories 

to return like a tide. 

However, this kind of return was very painful. Ye chen felt that his Foundation was being madly 

destroyed by these memory fragments. It was clear that his Foundation was not enough to integrate 

these memories. 

However, these memories clearly carried a familiar aura. It was the celestial Thearch's primordial spirit! 



Ye chen circulated the ancient God mental cultivation method to make his mind more comfortable. 

Gradually, he finally saw the contents of the fragment. It was a communication between him and a 

Buddha. This Buddha had a solemn Dharma appearance and his entire body exuded a Supreme Buddha's 

might. It was the nine Heavens Buddha Emperor! 

"The Buddha Emperor likes to cultivate between heaven and earth. Do you have any strange news to tell 

me this time?" 

"The celestial Thearch is indeed astute. I'm opening a dharmic land in a low-level place this time. It's 

called cloud Valley Thunder Peak!" 

When ye chen heard this, he was shocked. The reason why he was so shocked when he heard the words 

'cloud Valley Thunder Peak' was because this place was created by the Buddha Emperor and existed in 

his memory of his previous life. 

Ye chen looked at the memory image before him again. 

"This time, when I went to this low-level plane, I created this cloud Valley and Thunder Peak. It is the 

entrance to the Xumi Buddha realm of the little western sky. In it, various martial arts secret manuals 

and heavenly treasures that I obtained during my cultivation in the universe and exploration are stored. 

I'm waiting for the fated one!" 

"The Buddha Emperor's interest is indeed extraordinary. You're different from the rest. I admire you!" 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

Suddenly, in a flash, ye chen felt an explosion in his brain and his memory disappeared instantly. When 

he looked at the memory fragment again, it turned into colorful dust and disappeared into the starry 

sky. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

At this moment, ye chen saw four large words appear in the starry sky, enshrouding the Tianyuan space. 

Then, ye chen felt his body bearing a great pressure and his primordial spirit instantly returned to 

reality. 

He suddenly got up and looked around. This place was still the cloud Valley and Thunder Peak. There 

was no longer a vast starry sky. It was clear that this Tianyuan space was rooted in ye Chen's memory 

and was used to connect with the celestial Thearch's primordial spirit. 

"Cloud Valley, Thunder Peak, Xumi Buddhist realm of the little western sky!" 

All kinds of precious information quickly entered ye Chen's mind, allowing him to make a judgment of 

the current situation. 

"Hahaha!" 

At this time, the sound of wild laughter rang out across the entire world. The demon Lord of the mo Wu 

realm and the immortal spirit realm's venerable fiery dragon had arrived at the same time. 



When he saw ye chen, adept crazily sword was about to make a move but was stopped by venerable 

fiery dragon. 

"Adept crazily sword, is this the brat who stole your fragment of the heavenly book?" Asked venerable 

fiery dragon. 

"That's right, it's this kid!" Venerable crazily sword replied. 

Venerable fiery dragon sized up ye chen. Ye chen was only at the true immortal realm. Although it was 

already one in a million for ye chen to cultivate to such a level at such a young age, it was a pity that 

such a cultivation base was not worth mentioning in venerable fiery dragon's eyes. Therefore, it was 

hard for venerable fiery dragon to imagine how ye chen could snatch the fragment of the tomes of 

arcane from the hands of a powerhouse like venerable frenzied sword. 

"This person is so useless, how could he snatch the treasure from you?" 

"This fragment of the tomes of the arcane was given to my disciple by me to protect her. I didn't expect 

that this person would take it from her. I wanted to take it back last time, but I didn't expect that demon 

master lang wo would stop me. If it wasn't for him, the fragment of the tomes of the arcane would have 

returned to me." 

"No need to explain. She's right here. You can take her back." 

"Ha, that's what I was thinking!" 

Venerable crazed sword's eyes were burning with rage. The last time he let ye chen escape, he had lost 

face. This was the best chance to regain his face. 

On the immortal warship, many powerhouses descended and sealed off ye Chen's escape route. They 

had to capture him. 

In the face of such a tricky situation, ye Chen's eyes turned cold. He did not expect that in such a short 

time, the magic martial world and the celestial Spirit world would cooperate to find him. 

"Ye chen, hand over the fragment of the heavenly book and the power of the nine reserves. This is your 

only chance to live!" 

Reverend crazblade's eyes were cold as he angrily shouted. 

"Ha, this kind of excuse that you use to trick a three-year-old child will only make you look like an idiot in 

front of me!" 

"You!" 

As soon as these words came out, Reverend crazily sword exploded with boundless anger. With so many 

people watching, how could he be humiliated again? 

Chapter 2197 Suppressing Berserk Sword, Intimidating All The Experts! 

"Xiaoxiao's sword rain rises the wind and clouds!" 
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Daoist crazily sword's sword strikes could shake the heaven and earth. The powerful immortal could 

cause the phenomenon of heaven and earth. In an instant, the clear sky turned into a world of rain. 

Every drop of rain contained the sword intent of the crazily sword. These sword intents could kill a Xuan 

immortal in an instant with just a light touch. The power of these sword intents was beyond the 

imagination of ordinary people. 

If it were not for ye chen, venerable frenzied sword would not have so easily revealed such a remarkable 

ability. 

In his previous confrontation with ye chen, Yue ran had realized that although ye chen was only a true 

immortal, his Foundation and the height of his supernatural power were not comparable to that of a 

true immortal. Such a genius must be eliminated as soon as possible. Otherwise, if he could not be 

recruited for his own use, he would be a great disaster in the future. 

"Kill!" 

Daoist crazblade's killing cry rang out, and the heavens and earth turned dark, the sun and moon 

dimming. 

This kind of power not only made the many powerful cultivators of the immortal realm and the magic 

martial realm feel very puzzled, but also venerable fiery dragon, venerable thundercloud, and venerable 

Cold Moon. In their opinion, there was no need for venerable crazily sword to put on such a stance to 

deal with a mere true immortal. It was as if he was facing the strongest enemy of his life. Wasn't that 

too exaggerated? 

They looked at each other, unable to understand venerable berserk sword's intentions! 

Demon master bi 'an's eyes were slightly cold as he looked at the center of the battlefield. He was 

someone who had fought with ye chen before, so he understood venerable crazed sword's approach. 

What he wanted to do was to predict the strength of the other three Daoist Masters through Daoist 

master crazily sword's battle strength. This way, it would be easier to make arrangements for the final 

battle. 

Whether it was the people of the magic martial world or the celestial realm, they all knew that their 

cooperation was only a spontaneous decision. Once ye chen was taken care of, the key would be the 

battle between them! 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

In the blink of an eye, the two swords clashed and sparks flew. 

Ye Chen's sword fingers moved. What appeared before him was the immortal Flying Dagger. The flying 

Dagger followed ye Chen's sword fingers 'command and flew at high speed. It spun and maneuvered, 

forming the most solid saber net in front of him, preventing venerable crazblade's sword rain from 

touching ye chen. 

"Ah?" 

It was only a meeting, but the big shots of the immortal spirit world who had not understood venerable 

crazblade's actions earlier were all surprised. A puny true immortal could not resist such a powerful 



sword formation like venerable crazblade 's. What kind of mystical power did ye chen use? however, 

after careful observation and thinking, they still came to the most shocking conclusion that Xuanji was 

just acting casually! 

That's right, ye chen was not using any mystical power or secret technique. Instead, he was directing the 

immortal slaying Flying Dagger to attack at will. It could be seen that ye chen had already seen through 

the sword trajectory of the sword rain formation before him and could strike accurately and easily break 

the formation. 

The three zhenrens were all super experts. They naturally understood that what they were seeing was 

no longer a one-sided battle, but a world-shaking battle. 

"Berserk sword style, killing cleave!" 

Venerable frenzied sword would never allow himself to lose face in front of so many powerhouses. He 

wanted to completely crush ye chen and use a variation in the rain of swords formation! 

This kind of battle method was extremely dangerous. It was a temporary variation that venerable 

frenzied sword would only use when facing an opponent of the same level or even stronger than him. 

Using it on ye chen showed how much he valued ye chen. 

"What's the use?" 

Ye chen snorted coldly. Thunder and lightning surrounded his body. Thunder roared and nine Thunder 

God Dharma forms appeared behind him. 

"Nine rays of the Thunder God's Supreme ten thousand Thunderbolts!" 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The heavenly Thunder rumbled and lightning flashed continuously. The nine Thunder Dragons 

transformed into thousands of Thunderbolts that spread in all directions and destroyed everything! 

 Ten thousand bolts of lightning descended, and all life within ten thousand miles was gone! The nine 

Dragons descended to the world, and blood flowed for thousands of miles! 

"Roar!" 

The sound of the Dragon killing shook the world, and the might of the heavenly Dao shook the past and 

present! 

"This ... This can't be, right? he's using the heavenly path Thunder God Dharma power?" 

"How is this possible?" 

"Who is this guy? even if he's a peerless genius, it's impossible for him to have the heavenly Dao 

Thunder God Dharma power!" 

At this moment, the three spiritual masters were completely stunned. They seemed to realize that the 

person in front of them was not an existence they could understand at all. He might have an amazing 

background and talent! 



Venerable fiery dragon turned to look at venerable Cold Moon, who was standing behind him. This small 

detail caught demon master lang wo's attention. Clearly, venerable fiery dragon was the leader on the 

surface, but it was highly likely that the most powerful person behind him was venerable Cold Moon. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

In the sky, the rain of swords shattered one after another, and Reverend crazily sword was also sent 

flying a hundred Zhang away. 

"Ye chen!" 

Venerable frenzied sword suddenly stood up and glared at ye chen like a violent Avenger looking at his 

greatest enemy. 

This shocking scene shocked countless demonic Warriors and cultivators of the immortal spirit world. 

Before this, they would never have thought that a puny true immortal could fight against a celestial 

immortal! 

"How can a defeated person still have the face to fight with me, Cheng Wei?" 

Ye chen stood with his hands behind his back like a god, intimidating everyone. 

"Damn it!" 

Not only had he failed to wash away his previous humiliation, but he had also been defeated by ye chen 

head-on. Even if he died, he could not accept such an outcome. He was a super powerhouse in the 

celestial immortal realm. He was qualified to challenge the heavenly Tribulation and ascend to the 

heavenly realm. How could he be defeated by a puny true immortal? 

"Killing blow of the berserk blade!" 

The enlightened person was enraged. The strongest killing move of the frenzied sword was directed at 

ye chen. 

"Impudent!" 

Just as ye chen was about to respond, a shocking sound came from above the nine Heavens. The three 

extraditor Buddhas attacked at the same time. Three beams of Buddhist light gathered together and 

faced off against venerable frenzied sword's ultimate sword technique. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The sky shook and the earth caved in. The entire space shook. 

In the end, the Buddhist light dissipated, and Reverend crazily sword was directly sent back to the side 

of the experts from the immortal spirit world. 

"What?" 

Everyone looked up at the nine Heavens, and the figures of the three Venerables entered their eyes. 

Venerable fiery dragon stepped forward,"Who are you? how dare you hurt the people of the immortal 

spirit world." 



"Hahaha, venerable fiery dragon, you didn't just enter the Bodhi realm to look for ye chen, did you?" 

"Oh? What do you think we're here for?" 

"Xumi Buddhist realm, Buddha Emperor's treasure house!" 

As soon as he said that, everyone's expression turned serious. It seemed like this was an open card. 

Everyone's goal was clear, and they had been exposed by this honored Buddha! 

The experts of the magic martial world and the immortal spirit world all had cautious expressions on 

their faces. Once this matter was exposed, there would be no turning back. Then, a conflict could break 

out at any time, so they naturally had to be careful. 

However, the three venerable Lords smiled and said,""You don't have to be so nervous. When the Xumi 

Buddha realm was first built, the Buddha Emperor's purpose was to wait for the fated one. If you can 

enter the Buddha realm from the cloud Valley and Thunder Peak and pass the Buddha Emperor's test, 

you will naturally be able to obtain the Buddha Emperor's Supreme treasure and even the Buddha 

Emperor's inheritance!" 

"Really?" 

Demon master lang wo revealed a look of greed. What kind of figure was the nine Heavens Buddha 

Emperor? he was a divine man in the ancient legends. To be able to obtain his inheritance was more 

useful than cultivating for ten thousand years. 

"Who dares to disobey the Buddha Emperor's order?" 

Chapter 2198 The Bodhi Door! 

"Hahaha, since the venerable one has opened the entrance, what do we have to be afraid of?" 

Demon master bi an walked out and smiled at the crowd. 

Everyone from the immortal spirit world looked at venerable fiery dragon. The latter muttered to 

himself before saying,"The Buddha sovereign's treasure is a thousand-year opportunity. If you miss it, 

you'll regret it. Why don't you bet on it?" 

Everyone in the immortal spirit world revealed looks of excitement. Fighting for treasures was the most 

passionate thing for cultivators. Everyone had a dream of obtaining treasures and reaching the limit of 

Ascension. 

"In that case, let's go!" 

Demon master bi 'an walked forward, but the three extraditor Venerables above looked at ye chen. 

Everyone was puzzled. They had been waiting for the venerable one to open the door of Buddhism. How 

did they look at ye chen now? They did not know that the real "key" to opening the Bodhi realm was in 

ye Chen's hands. 

"Ye chen, the jiuyun power is the key to opening the Bodhi door. It's up to you now." 

With that, the three Venerables disappeared. 
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Upon seeing this, everyone's attention returned to ye chen. He was the most crucial person in this 

operation. 

"Ha, I didn't expect that we would need this person to open the Bodhi door!" 

"That's right, but how can a puny true immortal have such an ability?" 

"Don't tell me the three Hall Masters are deliberately teasing us?" 

All the powerhouses looked at him with disdain. No matter how they looked at him, they could not find 

any clues to open the door to Buddhism. 

However, demon master bi an and the other super powerhouses knew that ye chen possessed the 

power of jiuyun. It was just that they did not know what kind of power this jiuyun power had to be able 

to open the Bodhi door. 

"Ye chen, please!" 

Demon master bi an said coldly to ye chen. 

Ye chen looked at the other powerhouses. They were all giving him cold looks as if they were forcing him 

to open the Buddhist gate. Even in the face of such power, ye chen was not afraid. However, he also 

wanted to enter the Buddhist Emperor's treasure house and find the great ancestor and the others. 

Otherwise, he would not compromise. 

"A bunch of trash!" 

"You!" 

Upon hearing ye Chen's taunting words, everyone was furious but they suppressed their anger. After all, 

ye chen was the only choice to open the Bodhi's door. If they attacked him now, they would be blocking 

their path to find the treasure. No one dared to take such a risk to attack ye chen. 

Ye chen ignored everyone's malicious gazes and walked straight to the peak of the clouds. 

"The power of the nine reserves?" 

He looked at the mountain peak in front of him. Waves of Buddhist power were circulating in it. This was 

very clear. He pointed his sword finger at the mountain peak, and the heavenly spirit Buddhist power 

combined with the spiritual accumulation was released forward and instilled into the mountain peak. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The peak let out a rumbling sound, and it seemed that there was a powerful energy circulating within it. 

It was a second-class power, which shocked many experts. This was definitely the energy impact of a 

peak true immortal or above. 

Under such an impact, 90% of the cultivators present might be wiped out. Immediately, everyone fell 

into a panic. They all looked at their leader, hoping to receive protection or some kind of order. 

Demon master bi 'an, venerable fiery dragon, and the other leaders didn't give any instructions, so they 

could only hold on with fear. 



"Zi Zi Zi!" 

All of a sudden, the magnificent cloud heaven Buddha statue reappeared on the high peaks of the nine 

Heavens. 

Ye chen was prepared for the cloud heaven Buddha statue. He had personally defeated a cloud heaven 

Buddha statue before. 

At this moment, a spiritual wheel appeared above the cloud Buddha statue. Nine spiritual auras were 

suspended behind the Buddha statue, and the Grand Power awed everyone. 

"Ye chen, What's this? hurry up and open the Bodhi door. Otherwise, don't blame us for being impolite!" 

"Yes, if you dare to play any tricks, you'll die without a burial ground!" 

"Our patience is limited. Don't test us!" 

Whether it was the powerhouses of the magic martial world or the celestial Spirit world, they all exerted 

pressure on ye chen. This was because the cloud heaven Buddha statue gave them too much pressure. 

They did not want to keep facing it. 

"Hahaha!" 

After a few wild laughs, ye chen turned to the crowd and said,""You motley crew can't even withstand 

such pressure, and you dare to say that you want to enter the Buddha sovereign's treasure vault to 

search for treasures? I'm dying of laughter!" 

"How hateful!" 

"You're so arrogant!" 

Just as the crowd was cursing, ye Chen's eyes suddenly turned cold. He activated the power of his 

spiritual accumulation and triggered the cloud heaven Buddha statue. Suddenly, the Buddha's Palm 

descended from the sky and attacked the powerhouses who had made those vicious words. 

"Ah?" 

The powerhouses did not expect the cloud heaven Buddha statue to listen to ye Chen's orders. They 

were all shocked. At the same time, the Buddha's Palm descended like a mountain, crushing the 

powerhouses in an instant. 

"Ah!" 

Painful howls rang out as blood flowed thousands of Zhang. Their bones and tendons were all shattered. 

They were the ones who died without a burial! 

"Hahaha!" 

Ye chen laughed maniacally as he watched those who ridiculed him get killed by the Buddha's Palm. His 

shocking posture and powerful killing intent would make even a true immortal powerhouse feel a sense 

of fear from the depths of their hearts. 



They did not dare to move when faced with ye chen, who could use the power of the cloud heaven 

Buddha statue. 

After all, this was the entrance to the Xumi Buddha realm. Ye chen could use Buddhist power and fight 

on his home ground. Whether it was the people of the magic martial realm or the immortal spirit realm, 

they had to show him some respect! 

"Ye chen, you've slaughtered the powerhouses of the magic martial realm and the immortal spirit realm. 

Do you really want to be our enemy?" Venerable fiery dragon said in a deep voice. 

"There's no smoke without fire. Take good care of your useless subordinates. Everyone will be fine!" 

"Mm ..." 

In the face of ye Chen's strong response, demon master bi 'an and venerable fiery dragon looked at each 

other and then restrained their subordinates to not cause any more trouble. In the face of the 

temptation of the Buddha Emperor's treasure, they could only endure. 

Ye chen turned around and reexamined the cloud heaven Buddha statue in front of him. It turned out 

that this Buddha statue could be controlled by the jiuyun power. In that case, the key to breaking the 

Bodhi door must be on this Buddha statue. 

"Since you and I have connected our minds, I will give you a chance to make a contribution. How about 

it?" 

"Mm ..." 

Unexpectedly, the Buddha statue actually nodded slightly at ye Chen's inquiry. Everyone was amazed. 

In particular, many of the powerhouses who were puzzled by ye Chen's actions and thought that he was 

just stalling for time were so shocked that their jaws dropped when they saw the Buddha statue nod as 

if they had seen an incomprehensible magic. 

"This kid is quite something!" 

"How did he manage to control that Buddha statue?" 

Many powerhouses were amazed by the power of ye Chen's mystical power and secret technique. Their 

attitude toward him was also changing. 

At this moment, ye Chen's consciousness moved and the nine accumulations were activated. The cloud 

heaven Buddha statue moved at the same time. Its huge figure descended from the sky, causing many 

strong people to look frightened. They thought that ye chen wanted to rely on the cloud heaven Buddha 

statue's power to kill them. 

The Buddha statue stretched out a huge palm print and hit the mountain wall in front of them. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

A rumbling sound shook the heavens and earth. It was as if the heavens had collapsed and the earth had 

caved in. 



On the Grand Peak, a space-time portal actually appeared. This portal was the Bodhi door that opened 

the Buddha Emperor's treasure house! 

Chapter 2199 Buddha Emperor's Sacred Tablet! 

Seeing the open door of the Bodhi tree at the foot of the mountain, everyone was overjoyed. They 

rushed toward the door, wanting to rush into the treasure vault to find their own treasures. 

Seeing this, ye chen, who was the biggest contributor to opening the door, did not move. 

If the Buddha sovereign's treasure was so easy to enter, it would not be in line with the specifications 

that the three honored Warriors had mentioned. 

Everyone rushed into the Buddha realm and saw an empty space. There wasn't even a tree or a blade of 

grass, let alone a treasure. This situation made everyone very disappointed. At the same time, they all 

revealed ferocious expressions and cursed that they had been fooled. 

"They are indeed a Motley crowd. The three Venerables said before that if we want to get the Buddha 

Emperor's Supreme treasure, we have to pass the test left behind by the Buddha Emperor. Have you 

forgotten it so quickly?" 

Ye Chen's words jolted the crowd back to their senses. However, they asked ye chen in return,'where is 

the test?' 

At this moment, a venerable extraditor appeared. 

"Everyone, the Buddha Emperor likes those who are fated with Buddha, and they must be talented 

cultivators. Therefore, you must first pass the test of the Buddha Emperor's sacred tablet before you are 

qualified to participate in the other tests." 

"What?" 

Upon hearing this, everyone looked displeased. They were all powerful people who had come here to 

seize the treasures. Now, there were so many rules, especially the powerhouses of the magic martial 

arts realm. They all looked hateful and ferocious, and it looked like they were about to go into a riot. 

"Demon master lang wo, I think you should restrain your subordinates and not ruin everyone's good 

plan!" 

Venerable fiery dragon said. 

"Ha, venerable fiery dragon doesn't need to worry about that!" 

Demon master bi an's demonic will moved, and in an instant, all the demon experts within a hundred li 

calmed down. This was the red fiend's special ability. He could control the entire red fiend Army with his 

own demonic will. 

At this moment, with a wave of his hand, the venerable jieyin released his Buddhist power. Under the 

dazzling Buddhist light, a huge stone tablet descended in front of everyone. 
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Everyone looked at the stone tablet. The stone tablet bloomed with light, and waves of Buddhist energy 

spread in all directions. No matter if they were celestial cultivators or demonic cultivators, they were all 

affected by the Buddhist Emperor holy light. Their mood was relaxed and they were no longer irritable. 

Ye chen was very curious about such an exquisite law. 

He could feel that the violent killing intent in his body had completely disappeared. It was as if he had 

entered an extremely stable and silent state. It could be seen that the Buddha Emperor sacred tablet 

had the special characteristic of eliminating the killing intent and fighting will of a cultivator. It was very 

special. 

"Each of your four forces will send ten experts to take the test. Those who pass the test can continue to 

the Meru realm. The rest will have to wait here!" 

"What?" 

As soon as these words were spoken, many cultivators revealed displeased expressions. Each force had 

ten people, and so many of them had come. Wouldn't countless cultivators lose this opportunity? 

Some people noticed something even more amiss. 

Venerable fiery dragon stepped forward."Even if we follow your rules, we have two major forces here, 

the celestial and the magic martial world. If ye chen is counted as one of them, there are only three 

forces. How can there be four forces?" 

"Ha, venerable fiery dragon, the fourth force will be here soon." 

Jieyin the venerable's words caused everyone from the magic martial world and the immortal spirit 

world to fall into confusion. At the same time, they became cautious. The unknown power was the most 

terrifying. They didn't want to create a situation where the opponent was in the dark and they were in 

the light. 

Ye chen pondered for a moment and instantly thought of the greatest possibility of handing it over to 

the four forces. 

"Honored one, is the fourth faction the powerhouse in the vipralopa stage?" 

"Smart, it's an evil spirit!" 

His words shocked everyone. Everyone frowned. Although the evil spirits had been developing in the 

divine underworld realm, there were legends about them in all the major planes. It was said that the evil 

spirits had crossed the six realms in order to unify the world and become invincible! 

"Where are the evil spirits?" Demon master Yan Yan shouted. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Just as demon master lang wo asked this question, a bolt of lightning flashed in the sky. Evil energy filled 

the sky as Lord Xie and heavenly cosmic evil Lord descended. 

"You three forces are just food for me, evil spirit. Get out of the Meru realm!" 



In the sky, Lord evil's domineering voice resounded like thunder. Everyone frowned and looked up at the 

nine Heavens. It was the evil spirit Army that was pressing down on the city. 

This kind of power was even above that of the magic martial world and the celestial Spirit world. The 

people of the latter two worlds had shifted their focus from ye chen to the evil spirits. 

At the same time, the jieyin Buddha twirled his fingers and a sword boat appeared in the sky. The person 

sitting on the bow was old ancestor yellow spring. 

"Emperor ye!" 

The great ancestor shouted from the sword boat. Ye chen was overjoyed when he heard his voice. As 

expected, everyone was in the Bodhi realm. 

"Master!" 

Ye Wushuang was overjoyed to see ye chen again. 

"Wushuang, ancestor!" 

Seeing that everyone had landed safely, ye chen smiled. This time, he would not be alone. 

"Now, all four forces have arrived. Immediately choose ten people from each force to participate in the 

test!" 

"Hahaha, you're the venerable jieyin?" Lord Xie asked. 

Venerable jieyin looked at Lord evil with cold eyes because the other party obviously didn't have good 

intentions. His tone was full of disdain. 

This kind of blasphemy against Buddha's power was naturally unacceptable to the honored one. 

Otherwise, it would be disrespectful to the Buddha Emperor's arrangement and an enemy of the Meru 

realm! 

Seeing the displeasure on jieyin's face, Lord evil smiled coldly and didn't care. 

He continued,"my evil spirit Army is here to support you, but you actually want us to only send ten 

people. Aren't you being too stingy? why don't you let the three major forces only send ten people, and 

we, the evil spirits, go all out?" 

p "Roar, roar, roar!" 

Upon hearing this, countless powerhouses in the evil spirit Army immediately roared loudly. 

This kind of power suppressed the immortal spirit realm and the magic martial realm. For a time, it 

became the strongest voice at the scene. 

"Hahaha!" 

After several wild laughs, the previously kind-looking venerable jieyin revealed his anger and coldly 

locked his eyes on Lord evil. 

"Do you want to break the rules set by the Buddha Emperor? Or do you evil spirits want to die Here?" 



Such a domineering question made the evil spirit Army instantly explode. The venerable jieyin had dared 

to be so disrespectful to them. This was an act of courting death. All of a sudden, the evil spirit 

powerhouses stepped forward and surrounded the entire Buddha Emperor sacred monument, revealing 

endless killing intent, as if they wanted to clean up the whole place and take the treasure for 

themselves. 

"I won't turn back until I hit a wall!" 

Jieyin the venerable sneered slightly, and then touched the Holy monument with one hand. Suddenly, 

the boundless Buddhist light rose again, and the majestic shadow of the Buddha Emperor appeared. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Instantly, the Supreme Buddha's energy filled the world. The sun and moon lost their light, and the stars 

scattered. Only the Buddha's light filled the universe. This was absolute supremacy, the true master of 

the entire scene! 

"Impudent!" 

With a presumptuous shout, the Buddha Emperor's shadow sent out a palm and pressed down on the 

army of evil spirits. It was as if the nine Heavens and five elements had descended from the heavens, 

and a meteor had pierced through the stars! 

Chapter 2200 The Might Of The Buddha Shadow! 

The powerful Buddha Emperor's light instantly enveloped the entire army of evil spirits, followed by a 

powerful spiritual baptism. 

"Ah!" 

Many of the evil spirit Warriors seemed to have suffered a heavy mental blow as they fell into pain. This 

scene made Lord evil raise his brows. He sensed the Buddha Emperor's light in the surrounding space 

and instantly felt that these lights contained extremely powerful law power. These Buddhist laws could 

cleanse the Warriors 'hearts and turn their killing aura into power that devoured their own bodies. The 

effect of restraining the evil spirit Army was very obvious because the evil spirit Army's killing aura was 

the strongest. 

"Hateful!" 

"You're courting death!" Evil supremacy roared in anger. Then, a super strong tilted tower was released 

from his hand. Within the tilted tower, a strong evil energy was resisting the Buddha light, trying to 

devour the Buddha light and destroy the Buddha Emperor's shadow. 

"You can 't!" 

At this moment, heavenly cosmic evil Lord wanted to stop him, but he was still a step too late. Evil 

Paragon Lord's counter-light had already shot out from the tilted tower and reached the Buddha light 

shadow. 

"Hahaha, whims!" 
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At this moment, jieyin venerable sneered slightly. The Buddha Emperor's light was not high. It was 

formed by the divine thoughts left behind by the Buddha Emperor. The height of the nomological laws 

within was not something that a mere evil supremacy could compare to. Releasing the counter-light 

meant that he was even more under the Buddha Emperor's control. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The evil energy inside the tilted tower rushed up to the sky and attacked the Buddha Emperor's shadow. 

At this moment, the Buddha Emperor gently twisted his finger, and countless golden lotuses appeared 

out of thin air in the surrounding space, surrounding the tilted tower. 

"What? my tilted tower?" 

Lord evil wanted to take back the tower, but it was too late. The tower was surrounded by the Golden 

lotuses, and it exploded into dust. 

One could imagine how evil supremacy felt when he saw his Dharma Treasure turn into dust. However, 

in front of the Buddha Emperor, even if it was just a Phantom spirit, it could still kill an evil supremacy 

like him with the snap of a finger. 

As the Golden Lotus continued to approach him, evil supremacy finally realized how insignificant he was 

in front of the Buddha Emperor. Disobeying the Buddha Emperor's orders was simply courting death. 

As long as one stepped into the Xumi Buddha realm, they had to accept the Buddha Emperor's 

arrangements. 

"Please stop, we will cooperate!" 

"Venerable jieyin!" Heavenly cosmic evil Lord shouted at him decisively when he saw danger 

approaching. 

"Ha, a wise man submits to circumstances. Lord Xie, you must not disobey the Buddha Emperor's 

arrangements. Otherwise, you will end up like your tilted tower, crushed to pieces!" 

"Hmph!" 

Although Lord evil was still strong, he was already shocked. 

At this moment, the venerable looked at the crowd. 

"Hurry up and choose the person to take the test!" 

"Alright!" 

The people of the four forces agreed and began to choose. 

Ye chen looked at the Buddha Emperor's shadow and quickly disappeared. However, he still found a 

familiar feeling in the shadow. It was the friend of the heavenly Emperor in his previous life, the Xuanji 

Nine Heavens Buddha Emperor! 

"Emperor ye, what's the situation now?" The old ancestor asked. 

"Ha, according to what the venerable jieyin said, choose ten people to participate in the test." 



Everyone nodded. The choice was naturally in ye Chen's hands. 

Ye chen looked at the crowd. At a glance, he could see everyone's cultivation base. However, cultivation 

base was one thing and talent was another. Although some people had high cultivation bases, they were 

not talented. According to the Buddha Emperor's arrangement, talent and affinity with Buddha were 

important factors. 

"Everyone, this is not an easy thing to do. Only those who are talented and have a deep affinity with 

Buddha can get this opportunity. Otherwise, you will only be courting death if you go up!" 

"The great emperor is right, we will obey!" 

After all the hardships they had gone through, they still knew that ye chen was the true powerhouse. 

Naturally, they would not doubt ye Chen's words. 

"All of you, sit cross-legged and calm your hearts. Wait for my light of Buddha's test!" 

"Yes!" 

Everyone sat cross-legged and held their breath. 

At this moment, ye chen activated the heavenly spirit Buddhist technique. The light of Buddha shrouded 

everyone's heavenly spirit. In an instant, everyone's Buddhist affinity and talent level were displayed. 

Within the rules of the Tian Ling Dharma, old ancestor yellow spring, ye Wushuang, netherworld old 

ancestor, and the others had passed the test and became participants on ye Chen's side. 

"Everyone, that's enough." 

"Alright, we'll do our best to fight for it!" 

Everyone listened to ye Chen's command and stood in a line, waiting for the test. 

In the magic martial realm, the immortal spirit realm, and the darkspirit realm, the three major forces 

had also selected their ten strongest people to participate in the test. 

The venerable jieyin nodded slightly as he watched the people from the four great forces make their 

choices. 

"Buddha Emperor's sacred tablet!" 

With the order of the venerable, the Buddha Emperor's sacred tablet glowed, and a path of guidance 

appeared in front of them. 

"You will take the test in order. I want to tell you that if you don't have the fate of Buddha, you may face 

a great spiritual crisis of martial arts and may even be completely crippled. Please think twice!" 

"What?" 

Upon hearing this, everyone looked displeased. The affinity with Buddha was a talent that many people 

in the magic martial arts realm and the evil spirit realm disdained. Now that such a rule had been set, 

they were naturally very dissatisfied. 



"If you don't want to accept it, then don't take the test. You just can't get the Buddha Emperor's 

treasure. What's there to discuss?" 

The venerable Master shouted coldly. 

"Hahaha, it's just fate with Buddha. What's there to be afraid of? I'll go first!" 

Lord evil laughed out loud and walked in front, bringing the ten evil spirits to gather. 

He walked on the path of guidance and came to the sacred monument. He reached out and placed his 

hand on the sacred monument. Suddenly, the sacred monument emitted a strange light, causing the 

shadow of the Buddha Emperor to reappear behind the sacred monument. 

The Buddha Emperor pointed his finger at evil Dominator. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The Buddha light was blazing, shrouding evil Dominator's body. 

"Ah, it's so hot!" 

Lord evil felt as if his body was being burned by endless flames, falling into endless pain. 

"Ah!" 

He released his dark energy to resist, but the more he resisted, the more he felt the pain in his body. 

Although evil supremacy was an evil person, to be able to cultivate to the realm of true evil, he was no 

ordinary person. He naturally had talent. 

"Don't tell me I'm going to just let nature take its course?" 

At the thought of this, evil Dominator completely released his killing intent and turned into a state of no 

desire. He then sat cross-legged in the void and let the Buddha light shroud him. Instantly, his body felt 

cool and refreshing. Not only did he not feel the burning flames, but he even felt his body being injected 

with waves of energy. 

At this moment, he was surprisingly able to activate this ability by circulating his mental cultivation 

method. 

"Hahaha, so this is the fate of Buddha. I understand now!" 

Lord Xie's laughter surprised everyone. They didn't know what had happened to him, but his body was 

radiating light. It was obvious that his cultivation base had improved. 

"Mm ..." 

At this point, ye chen finally understood. The Buddha Emperor's so-called test was to see if people could 

accept Buddhism. The more they resisted, the more they were punished and the quieter they were, the 

more they could understand the meaning behind it. 

Although evil supremacy was an evil person, he was naturally able to adapt to changes due to his natural 

talent. This was the reason for his success. 



 


